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Chapter 1 : Accelerated Reader Bookfinder US - Book Detail
Gus & Gertie and The Missing Pearl [Joan Lowery. Nixon, Diane deGroat] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. When Gus and Gertie arrive on Holiday Island, they find a haven of seagoing scallywags,
riffraff, and ruffians.

The Mystery of the Missing Dog. JE Nixon Arriving for a vacation on Holiday Island, penguins Gus and
Gertie stumble into a hotel full of Bad Guys and have a beautiful, valuable deep-sea pearl stolen from them.
Check out the other books in this series. Nate the Great and the Monster Mess. J Broach Named after a
character in a Shakespeare play, misfit sixth-grader Hero becomes interested in exploring this unusual
connection because of a valuable diamond supposedly hidden in her new house. A Mystery or Two. J Dixon
Giff, Patricia Riley. Kidnap at the Catfish Cafe. J Giff Assisted by her cat Max, sixth grader Minnie starts up
her new detective agency by investigating a kidnapping and a thief who will steal anything, even a hot stove.
To Scratch a Thief. J Holm An enemy from Mr. A Rabbit Tale of Mystery. J Keen Raskin, Ellen. J Raskin The
mysterious death of an eccentirc millionaire brings together an unlikely assortment of heirs who must uncover
the circumstances of his death before they can claim their inheritance. Encyclopedia Brown Takes the Case.
The Case of the Left-Handed Lady. The Mysterious Matter of I. J Stanley Noticing that a popular series of
horror novels is having a bizarre effect on the behaviour of its readers, Franny and Beamer set out to find the
mysterious author. Sammy Keyes and the Skeleton Man. Try other books by the same author.
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Chapter 2 : Gus & Gertie and the Missing Pearl by Joan Lowery Nixon: Used | eBay
It begins to rain so Gus and Gertie decide to go into the OTEL to stay dry. They get in there only to find pirates and other
shady looking characters. Soon Gertie's pearl goes missing and they must find out who stole it.

For more information, go to www. Ages Hardcover 40 pages Publisher: With expressive illustrations by Diane
deGroat, a new delicious recipe from Ree Drummond and the hilarious antics of Charlie, this picture book is a
surefire hit! But when his daily routine of eating and sleeping is interrupted by a new baby calf, Abigail,
Charlie is not happy! Will Charlie be able to adjust to the new addition? Charlie Goes to School. Charlie wants
to start his own school for the ranch animals. If Suzie, Kitty, and Walter can learn how to lend a paw, he can
focus on other important things, like napping! Ages 4 and up Hardcover: Some nice hitting loads the bases,
and needless to say Homer hits a grand slam. But the teams are the Hounds and the Doggers, and all the
players are dogs of many breeds, as are the umpires, spectators and the announcer. The story is told with the
briefest of simple phrases and sentences, some in speech balloons or thought bubbles, and illustrated with
double-page spreads and album-like panels of digitally collaged photographs. The format is everything here.
The digital art supplies the uniforms, banners, and other odds and ends, while the dogs have been
photographed in myriad head poses and body positions. A few might have been digitally enhanced, but if so,
they are seamless. Even the endpapers are part of the fun, taking the form of doggie baseball cards. A
howlingly good time! On "one special night," golden retriever Homer sneaks out to join his teammates, the
"Doggers," in a baseball game against the "Hounds" endpapers feature baseball cards of the players from both
teams, identifying their breeds. The dogs assume human poses and wear digitally drafted uniforms as they take
the field; meanwhile dog fans yowl, yip, and enjoy ballpark treats in the bleachers. The artwork is filled with
humorous detailsâ€”from the border terrier Rocket relieving himself on a fire hydrant before hitting a single,
to a close-up of Homer, clutching the bat as his fans swoon. The game-time tension, along with the innate
goofiness of the artwork, could make this a dog-eared favorite. Breakfast is his life, especially when bacon is
involved. Charlie has dangly ears, floppy skin, and big fat paws. And he loves living in the country. New York
Times 1 bestseller! Editorial Reviews Young readers will chuckle at the unabashed, obvious humor and will
especially enjoy finding the hidden, unnamed chipmunk buddy on every page. An observant chipmunk adds
an extra touch of humor, and a lasagna recipe is thrown in for good measure. The hysterical photographs and
illustrations are paired with foldout fun. Dogs make us laugh with the many things they do. Everyone else in
Mrs. A distressing class picnic inspires him, and he comes up with an Earth Day project that even Mrs. Byrd
thinks is the best idea yet. With vivid, lively illustrations and a timely story about how kids really can help the
world around them, Diane deGroat shows readers of all ages that sometimes the simplest solutions are right in
our own backyards! The cartoon illustrations add detail to the story, and fans of Gilbert and friends will enjoy
reading about their Earth-friendly plans in this latest addition to the series. Watch Out at School! But the worst
prankster is Lewis the bully. In the end Gilbert outwits Lewis with the best trick of all. The reader is getting
April Fooled, too! Editorial Reviews The cartoon illustrations abound with visual tricks that observant viewers
are sure to notice. DeGroat continues to show that she has a keen sense of classroom dynamics and the ability
to connect with readers and their world. A popular choice for seasonal read-alouds. A good picture book to
share on this peculiar holiday. It seems like this is going to be a perfect day. At the store, Gilbert finds a big
bathing suit that says Surfer Dude on it. Gilbert looks cool, but he soon discovers that being a surfer dude is
harder than it looks. Lola gets her feet wet, but will Gilbert sink or swim in this fun-filled day at the beach?
Join Gilbert, the beloved opossum, as he has an exciting adventure in his first I Can Read book. Gilbert and
family are on their way to the beach when Gilbert remembers that he forgot somethingâ€”his bathing suit.
Surfing and oversize trunks can only lead to one thing. Diane deGroat Reading level: Ages Library Binding:
But nothing he does seems to work out quite right. To make matters worse, his little sister always manages to
be in the way! Can Gilbert ever have his mother all to himself today? Their cousin Wally is coming for a
visitâ€”just in time for the Easter egg hunt! But they soon learn how competitive Wally has become. He has to
eat the fastest, be first on line, and find the most eggs, no matter who gets hurt. How can Gilbert deal with
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such relentless rivalry? He is so competitive that he turns everything into a contest. The children attend an
Easter egg hunt and Wally fills his basket quickly while Gilbert takes the time to help his little sister search for
eggs. Lola spots the golden egg, which signifies a prize, but neither she nor Gilbert can reach it high in a tree.
Wally takes it from its perch but instead of giving it to Lola, keeps it for himself. In the end, Lola wins her
prize, Wally learns to share, and the three become friends. Children will relate to the story, which imparts a
gentle lesson on how to be a friend. Diane deGroat Illustrator Reading level: Byrd will give out the
end-of-the-year awards. But will Gilbert even get one? What is Gilbert best at? Humorous and reassuring, this
story by Diane deGroat perfectly captures the bittersweet emotions of the last day of school. Byrd, she reminds
each of them how special they really are. And that she will miss them very, very much! Gilbert is excited and
nervous at the same time. Will the teacher be nice? Will Patti still be his best friend? In this humorous and
reassuring story by Diane deGroat, Gilbert learns that first grade is not what he had expected. Lewis is a bully,
and Philip already knows how to read big fat books! Byrd is nice, and she helps Gilbert discover that everyone
has his or her own special talent. Editorial Reviews deGroat ably threads her way through some well-trod
ground: Gilbert, our favorite opossum, has a classic case of the willies as he sets out on his first day of school:
Will the teacher be nice, will he be able to do the work, will he make friends? Luckily, he already has one
good friend, but then there are all those other unfamiliar faces, one belonging to the loud, bullying Lewis.
Then the school day gradually begins to fall into place and Gilbert finds a comfortable niche therein: He also
learns that Mr. Pugs just always look grumpy. School rarely meets their dire predictions, and even kids like
Lewis have their time-honored place. Soon all the eggs are found -- except one. Where could it be? Paperback,
16 pages Publisher:
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Chapter 3 : Ferry to the Holiday Island âˆ™ Gus and Gertie and the Missing Pearl âˆ™ R. MICHELSON GA
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.

HPB pick - Out of stock Loading HPB condition ratings New: Item is brand new, unused and unmarked, in
flawless condition. No defects, little usage. May show remainder marks. Older books may show minor flaws.
Shows some signs of wear and is no longer fresh. Used textbooks do not come with supplemental materials.
Average used book with all pages present. Possible loose bindings, highlighting, cocked spine or torn dust
jackets. Obviously well-worn, but no text pages missing. May be without endpapers or title page. Markings do
not interfere with readability. All text is legible but may be soiled and have binding defects. Reading copies
and binding copies fall into this category. Mint condition or still sealed SS. Absolutely perfect in every way.
No defects, little sign of use, well cared for. Not necessarily sealed or unused, but close. Could be an
unopened promotional or cut item. Will show some signs that it was played and otherwise handled by a
previous owner who took good care of it. Attractive and well cared for, but no longer fresh. Minor signs of
wear, scuffing or scratching, but will play almost perfectly. This item is in okay condition. Obviously
well-worn and handled. Most vinyl collectors will not buy good or below, but some tracks on CD or vinyl will
play. This movie is unopened and brand new. No defects, little sign of use. No skipping; no fuzzy or snowy
frames in VHS. Attractive and well cared for but no longer fresh. Minor signs of wear, but will play almost
perfectly. This item is in okay condition and basically works well. Basically plays, but may be obviously
well-worn with some scratching or tape distortion. Disc or tape is intact, but may be scratched or stretched.
There may be skips or distortion or product defects. Sign up for bookish emails And get a coupon for your
first purchase.
Chapter 4 : Accelerated Reader Bookfinder US - Book Detail
Won't You Join Us for Tea and Cookies? 6Ã— in Uh-Oh 8Ã—14 in Swinging on the Chandelier Ã— in Scummiest
Swarm of Seagoing Scallywags.

Chapter 5 : Joan Lowery Nixon Book List - FictionDB
Gus & Gertie & the Missing Pearl LE [J.L. Nixon, D. deGroat] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Arriving for a vacation on Holiday Island, penguins Gus and Gertie stumble into a hotel full of bad guys
and have a beautiful.

Chapter 6 : Gus & Gertie and the Missing Pearl by Joan Lowery Nixon (Hardback) | eBay
When Gus and Gertie arrive on Holiday Island, they find a haven of seagoing scallywags, riffraff, and ruffians. It isn't
long before Gertie's precious deep-sea pearl is stolen--but who's to blame? The culprit is revealed by clues cleverly
hidden in Gus's hastily taken snapshots.

Chapter 7 : Gus & Gertie and the Missing Pearl by Joan Lowery Nixon | Scholastic
Vacationing penguins Gertie and Gus arrive at Holiday Island dressed in their best, only to find themselves at seedy
OTEL, where the Bad Guys Club meets, rather than the elegant Hotel de View, which they'd booked.

Chapter 8 : FictFact - Gus and Gertie series by Joan Lowery Nixon
See more Gus & Gertie: Gus and Gertie and the Missing P Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
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window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.

Chapter 9 : - Gus & Gertie and the The Missing Pearl by J.L. Nixon; D. deGroat
Spirited alliteration and humorous illustrations propel this fast-paced beginning-reader whodunit. When Gus and Gertie,
a pair of traveling penguins, hop off the ferryboat for their island.
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